
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Sportzware Central 6.1 - Release Notes 
Updated: Wednesday 16th August 2006 

 
GENERAL 
 
Enhancements 
 

1. Screen sizes and locations of each screen are now configurable so they return the 
same size and in the same place as previously used. 

 
2. A new version of the database engine in included which should make the database 

faster and more stable. 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
 
Enhancements 
 

1. Two views of the member grid have now been enabled. The default view will show 
you each member only once based on their “primary club”. The other view shows one 
record for each club the member belongs to. 

 
2. The ability to freeze columns on the left of the member grid has been added, allowing 

the user to scroll right while maintaining critical fields like first name, surname visible 
on the left. 

 
3. A new filter option allowing the user to filter by the members they have manually 

selected has been added. 
 

4. An email submenu now allows the user to perform operations like sending an email to 
selected members, adding the selected members to a group etc. 

 
5. Members may now be made player active/player inactive in bulk. 

 
6. An option to manually edit the filter on the member screen will allow advanced users 

to construct more sophisticated queries. 
 
Bug Fixes 
 

1. Membership type has been renamed to membership package on the edit member 
screen to avoid confusion. 

 
2. A bug where the tribunal report for a member was not showing any data when the 

member was record inactive has been fixed.  
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COMPETITIONS 
 
Enhancements 
 

1. The distinction between archived competitions and current competitions has been 
revised so that older competitions are now called historical and can now be 
edited/viewed by changing the filter on the competition screen. This means that 
historical competition data can be both viewed and added without difficulty and 
without interfering with current data. 

 
2. A new stats area, Team Season Stats has been added to some sports. This will 

allows the user to view average and cumulative stats for each team within a 
competition. 

 
3. A new competition ladder setup option allows the user to be able to manually control 

the number of ladder points given to each team within a game. 
 
Bug Fixes 
 

1. Fixed bug with new teams being added as historical (record inactive) by default. 
 
 

DAILY ADMIN 
 
Enhancements 
 

1. A new fixture importer facility has been added which will allow the user to import a 
fixture in Excel  or CSV format into Sportzware Central. This fixture may be generated 
from a 3rd Party Fixturing program or simply be manually done outside the program. 

 
2. A new Game Import/Export facility has been introduced which will allow the user to 

both export data to be used by other applications and to import complete game 
details from a file in the correct format. The aim of this facility is to allow Sportzware 
Central to interact with applications that keep live stats for a game. 

 
3. The ability to analyse a fixture for “double ups” following regrading has been added. 

The user can select the round to start from, the number of weeks and whether to 
include byes and a list of all games where one team plays the same team within the 
specified number of weeks is produced. 

 
4. The ability to “repair” fixtures to ensure that all byes have no venue and time, and that 

all games are assigned the venue and start-time of the home team has been added 
to the Full Match Entry Screen. 

 
5. The ability to switch a game so that the home team becomes the away team and vice 

versa has been added to the Edit Fixture facility. 
 

6. A financial column has been added to Full Match Entry to allow the user to know if 
members are financial before adding them to a game. 

 
Bug Fixes 
 

1. Fixed problems with clearances not processing correctly in some cases. 
 
2. Fixed bug with Quick Entry by Date having problems with the display of matches 

when the competition nodes were opened and closed. 
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REPORTS 
 
Enhancements 
 

1. The ability to define a report as a game report from report administration means that 
the user may select a game from Full Match Entry and print the report for that game 
easily. If more than one report is selected, a menu is offered when selecting the game 
report. 

 
Bug Fixes 
 

1. Fixed problem with deleted members showing up in some reports. 
 

 

UPLOAD TO WEB 
 
Enhancements 
 

1. The distinction between archived competitions and current competitions has been 
revised so that older competitions are now called historical and can now be 
edited/viewed by changing the filter on the competition screen. This means that 
historical competition data can be both viewed and added without difficulty and 
without interfering with current data. 

 
Bug Fixes 
 

1. Fixed problem with some member fields not being correctly synchronised. 
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